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Abstract

In this paper we present an algorithm for drawing execution graphs. Such graphs represent the control flow in a program. The fact that a program is constructed according to a grammar is reflected in the corresponding execution graph. Therefore, we introduce graph production rules that are based on generally used programming language constructs. Each rule is applied to a certain class of topologies of the graph. By parsing an execution graph according to these rules a visually appealing layout of the graph can be generated. We take into account that the nodes in a graph can have variable sizes.

1 Introduction

In the field of computer science graphs are widely used. For the automatic generation of a graph drawing often rather complex algorithms must be used. However, graphs that are derived from a certain type of grammar rules can be drawn using very efficient algorithms.

Execution graphs are such a kind of graphs. They express all possible execution paths through a computer program eq. process. Programming language constructs are reflected in the structure of the graph. An execution graph viewer [2] has been developed at Eindhoven University of Technology as part of the DEpendable Distributed Operating System (DEdOS) project [3]. This operating system is being developed as a platform for the execution of distributed real-time applications. As a support for off-line scheduling of hard real-time processes, the execution graph viewer helps the programmer to find bottle necks that prohibit a feasible schedule. The viewer is intended for the interactive manipulation of execution flow information, e.g. it helps to formulate scheduler directives. We describe the algorithm that was developed to generate proper drawings of execution graphs. It is fast enough for interactive use.

2 Execution graphs

For the purpose of scheduling, a computer program is divided into parts that we call beads. A bead is a consecutively executed group of statements or statement parts. An execution graph is a directed graph where the nodes represent a bead or a function call and the edges represent their precedence relations. We make a distinction between bead and call nodes because a call node may be replaced by the execution graph corresponding to its body. Interactively, the user may zoom in on selected function calls to investigate details of the control flow at a lower implementation level.

The topology of edges (representing precedence relations) of an execution graph is determined by the language constructs that are used in the program in question. The precedence relations restrict the order of execution of the nodes. If a node is executed then the next node to be executed is one of its successors. A node with more than one successor initiates a selection. The corresponding bead may contain an if statement or another statement causing the control flow to split into several branches. Those branches come together farther on in the graph. In case of a repetition, a sequence of nodes is executed more than one time. The corresponding program part contains, e.g., a while statement. In an execution graph, repetitions are characterized by cycles.

Figure 1 shows an example of an execution graph. It could be a representation of the following lines of a C++ program. This program part is (arbitrarily) divided into beads that contain one or two statements. Node 6 is a call node corresponding to the function call printer.print(b).

```
0: if (a==1)  
1: b=a;  
2: if (a==c)  
3: b=c;  
   else  
4: a = c;  
   a++;  
}  
5: while (b>3)  
   {  
6:   printer.print(b);  
7:   b = b-a;  
7:   b++;  
}
```

Execution graphs are extracted from a program as follows. A graph generator accepts a program and stores in a graph-info file node numbers, the type of each node (bead or call node) and a list of predecessors. This graph information is parsed and the position of nodes and edges is calculated. Then the graph is drawn. The graph generator is the only component
that is programming language dependent. It may be integrated with the language compiler. To allow re-grouping of various nodes into a single node to influence the fine-grainedness of the scheduling problem we have decided to separately store the programs graph information instead of using the parsed program directly to obtain an execution graph.

3 Drawing execution graphs

Various algorithms have been developed for the automatic generation of a "good-looking" layout for graphs. To formalize "good-looking" aesthetic rules are used. Examples of generally used aesthetic rules are the minimization of crossings of edges and the minimization of the area occupied by the drawing. To help convey the intended meaning of a particular drawing, constraints can be used, e.g. shapes and relative size of certain icons may be fixed.

Generally, four kinds of graphs are distinguished. These are trees, planar graphs, hierarchical graphs and general undirected graphs. See [6] for a more detailed survey. Because our execution graphs are hierarchical graphs with a distinct tree-like structure, we will focus on trees and hierarchical graphs.

3.1 Trees

Trees are usually drawn following the straight-line standard. That means that levels are assigned to nodes and edges are drawn as straight-lines. Additional aesthetic rules are used such as centering a node horizontally above its children. In the algorithm for binary trees presented by Wetherell and Shannon [7] nodes are pushed as much to the left as possible, provided they are correctly placed with respect to their fathers and children. Reingold and Tilford [4] added that isomorphic subtrees have got mirror image drawings. Generalizations for n-ary trees are made by Walker [8] and Bloesch (allowing also variable-sized nodes) [1]. In all these algorithms two traversals through the graph are needed to produce a drawing.

3.2 Hierarchical Graphs

Electronic circuit layout graphs and visualization of data structures are examples of hierarchical graphs. These graphs have the common property to be directed and acyclic. Algorithms to compute a nice drawing are complex. Most of them are heuristic and derived from the algorithm of Sugiyama [5]. They basically consist of the following three phases: First, levels are assigned to nodes. The levels relate to a vertical displacement. For each long edge (i.e. an edge that spans several levels) a so-called dummy node is introduced for each level that is crossed. Second, nodes are sorted at each level by taking the average position of the predecessors, with the goal of minimizing crossings. This is done several times, upward and downward, till a minimum in edge crossings has been found or a user defined threshold has been reached. In the last phase, the nodes get their final coordinates. The number of bends in edges is minimized, nodes are centered over their predecessors and successors as much as possible.

3.3 Our approach

Because of their hierarchical structure, our execution graphs are of type hierarchical graphs. This means that a Sugiyama-like algorithm could be used. However, an execution graph is constructed according to a grammar. This is reflected in the drawing. This grammar is based on the grammar of generally used programming language constructs. Therefore, we introduce production rules to separate parts of an execution graph, so that nodes can be treated independently of the rest of the graph.

We don't assign levels to nodes. Assigning levels to nodes makes it hard to vary the node sizes: if nodes may not span more than one level, the distance between two levels will be determined by the longest node in the graph. This can cause much unnecessary empty space in the drawing.

As in most tree drawing algorithms, our algorithm needs only two passes to calculate the positions of the nodes. In the first pass preliminary coordinates of nodes are calculated as well as the width and height of the subgraphs. This is done recursively by taking synthesized attributes from subgraphs. In the second pass the coordinates get their final values.

4 Specification of graph drawings

In this section we specify our graph positioning algorithm. By presenting a graphical grammar in a kind of Backus-Naur form derived from generally used language constructs. We show what kind of graphs we accept and how an execution graph should be drawn. We will also introduce the semantic constraints and aesthetic rules.
4.1 Grammatical description

We introduce a graph grammar that is context sensitive in a kind of a Backus-Naur form (see Figure 2). The graphs \( \{G, K\} \) are non-terminals. Terminals are (call and bead) nodes (indicated by boxes containing \( n \)) and edges (indicated by arrows). We sometimes label an edge with a multiplicity, say \( p \). This means that in fact \( p \) edges are present with \( p \geq 0 \). An unlabeled edge has multiplicity one.

The graph production rules are related to the language constructs that we take into account. We allow for three types of program statements: simple sequences of statements, repetitions and selections. It is only necessary to distinguish instances of each of these types for as far they differ with respect to the induced precedence relations. Typically, the various repetition- and selection statements as found in, e.g., in C++ are covered by the productions, as well as selections due to the occurrence of dynamic binding to object member functions in object-oriented languages.

4.2 The node hierarchy

The node hierarchy in an execution graph is based on the the precedence relations between the nodes in the graph. These precedence relations are defined by the set of predecessors and successors of a node. To make the parsing of an execution graph easier, we expect that the nodes are numbered. This numbering reflects the precedence relations between the nodes. The start node (with number 0) of the graph is considered the node at the top of the hierarchy, a successor is considered as being lower in the hierarchy. The precedence relation in the graph, represented by a directed edge, reflects the execution order of the nodes: node \( m \) is a predecessor of \( n \) only if there exists a run of the program where \( n \) is the first node that is executed after \( m \) has terminated. Repetitions in a program imply cycles in the corresponding execution graph. These cycles "disturb" the hierarchy. Therefore we define the strong precedence relation:

**Strong predecessor**: Node \( m \) is a strong predecessor of \( n \) only if \( m \) is a predecessor of \( n \) and there is a path through the graph from the start node to \( m \) that does not pass through \( n \).
We base the hierarchy on the strong precedence relations between nodes and introduce a numbering accordingly. Let \( N \) be the number of nodes of an execution graph:

1. Each node has a unique number \( t \) where \( 0 \leq t < N \)
2. If a node \( m \) is a strong predecessor of node \( n \) then \( m \) has a number less than the number of \( n \).
3. Each node is reachable by a path, starting in the start node that is increasing in the node numbers.
4. If a node \( n \) is not reachable by an increasing path from a node \( m \) nor \( m \) is reachable by an increasing path from \( n \) then \( n \) and \( m \) are part of different alternatives of a selection. (If \( n \) has a number greater than \( m \) then the alternative containing \( m \) appears before the alternative containing \( n \) in the program text.)

It can be shown that a numbering as described exists and can be generated in linear time if the start node is known [2].

4.3 Graphical representation

In this paragraph we describe how we want nodes and edges to be placed in order to express the language constructs on which the graph is based. We choose to take the upper-left corner of the screen as the origin. This implies that "lower" means "having a greater y coordinate".

Our execution graph \( GN \) is a set of \( N \) nodes. We represent the nodes as boxes with their own width \( dx \) and height \( dy \). The upper-left corner is the position of the node. An edge is drawn between two nodes but does not have to be one straight line. At points where an edge can bend we introduce dummy nodes. To make a formal description of semantic constraints easier we represent an edge as a set of dummy nodes. Here we give a list of types and functions that we use in the remainder.

Types:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NODE} &= \\
&= [ \text{nr : Nat, } \text{"Node number"}, \text{x : real, } \text{y : real, } \text{"(x,y) is the position"}, \text{dx : real, } \text{"Node width"}, \text{dy : real, } \text{"Node height"}, \text{pred : P(NODE), } \text{"Predecessors"}] \\
\text{DUMMYNODE} &= \\
&= [ \text{from : NODE, } \text{\"Edge from from to to\"}, \text{x : real, } \text{y : real, } \text{\"(x,y) is the position\"}, \text{dtype : \{Normal, Loop\}, } \text{\"Type of the edge\"}]
\end{align*}
\]

Constants:

\[
\begin{align*}
N &\in \text{nr} \quad \text{\"Number of nodes\"} \\
\text{GN} &\in \text{P(NODE)} \quad \text{\"The execution graph\"}
\end{align*}
\]

Functions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{DN} &\in \text{P(DUMMYNODE)} \quad \text{\"Set of dummy nodes\"}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{GN}[u,v] &= \{ n \in \text{GN} : u \leq n.nr < v \} \quad \text{\"Subset of \( GN \)\"} \\
\text{GN}[u] &= u \quad \text{\"Node in \( GN \) with number \( u \)\"}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{WD} : \text{NODE} \cup \text{DUMMYNODE} &\rightarrow \text{Nat.} \\
&= \begin{cases} 
\text{if } n \in \text{NODE} \quad \text{WD}(n) = n.dx \\
\text{if } n \in \text{DUMMYNODE} \quad \text{WD}(n) = 0
\end{cases} \\
&\quad \text{\"The width of a node\"}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{succ} &: \text{NODE} \rightarrow \text{P(NODE)} \\
&= \{ s \in \text{GN} : n.s \in \text{pred}\} \\
&\quad \text{\"The successors of \( n \)\"}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{strp} &: \text{NODE} \rightarrow \text{P(NODE)} \\
&= \{ p \in \text{p.pred} : p.nr < n.nr\} \\
&\quad \text{\"The strong predecessors of \( n \)\"}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{strs} &: \text{NODE} \rightarrow \text{P(NODE)} \\
&= \{ s \in \text{succ}(n) : s.nr > n.nr\} \\
&\quad \text{\"The strong successors of \( n \)\"}
\end{align*}
\]

We use \( \text{strs}'(n) \) to denote the transitive closure of the strong successor relation: nodes reachable by an increasing path from \( n \).

Concatenation. To express the execution flow, we draw the graph from top to bottom. This means that every node is placed below its strong predecessors. We take a minimum distance \( ay \) in the y dimension. Now we can introduce the following semantic constraint:

\[
\begin{align*}
S1 (\forall p, n \in \text{GN} : p \in \text{strp}(n) : p.y + p.dy + ay \leq n.y)
\end{align*}
\]

Each node has a y coordinate greater than that of all its strong predecessors.

Repetition. A repetition causes sequence(s) of nodes to be executed a number of times. We want to show this by drawing a so-called "loop" edge from the last node of the repetition to its first node. Because we want to put nodes in the same sequence on a vertical line, the first and last node of a repetition are placed at the same x-coordinate. The rest of the nodes of the repetition are placed between the first and the last node. To identify the begin node and the end node of a repetition we introduce the following functions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{BREP} : \text{NODE} &\rightarrow \text{\{True,False\}} \\
&= \{ \text{strp}(n) \neq \text{n.pred} \} \\
&\quad \text{\"n is beginning of a repetition\"}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{loopend} : \text{NODE} &\rightarrow \text{NODE} \\
&= \{ n \in \text{GN} \land \text{loopend}(n).nr = (\text{MAX} \{ p.p.nr : n.nr < \text{p.nr} \}) \} \\
&\quad \text{\"If \( n \) is beginning of a repetition then \( \text{loopend}(n) \) is the last node of the repetition\"}
\end{align*}
\]
We can formulate the following semantic constraint concerning repetitions:

\[ S_2 \, (vb, e \in GN : BREP(b) \land e = \text{loopend}(b) : \\
(\forall n : b.nr < n.nr < e.nr : b.y < n.y < e.y) \land b.x = e.x) \]

"Let \( b \) be the first node in a repetition and \( e \) the last node of the same repetition. Then all nodes with a number between \( b.nr \) and \( e.nr \) have a \( y \) coordinate between \( b.y \) and \( e.y \). Also \( b \) has the same \( x \) coordinate as \( e \)."

**Selection.** A selection gives a number of alternative execution paths. For example, a C switch statement concerning repetitions:

**Selection.** A selection gives a number of alternative executions.

\[ S_3 \, (\forall m, n \in GN : m \notin \text{strs}^*(n) \land n \notin \text{strs}^*(m) : \\
m.nr > n.nr \iff m.x + dz > n.x) \]

If nodes \( m \) and \( n \) are in different alternatives of a selection then the node with the greatest number is put to the right of the other node.

**Sub Execution Graphs (SEGs)**

In the beginning of this section we have given a grammar describing execution graph topologies. One can observe that most of the subgraphs are execution graph themselves. Therefore, we introduce the concept of Sub Execution Graphs (SEGs). A SEG as a part of a bigger graph can be treated independently of the rest. This implies that isomorphic SEGs are drawn the same. This can be useful for recognizing similar patterns (e.g. of the same function body) in the graph. For each SEG the relations between the positions of their nodes can be calculated as if it were an execution graph itself. Later on the SEGs are put together in a new SEG taking the semantic constraints and aesthetic rules into account, till we get the whole execution graph. Based on the properties of an execution graph we can give the following definition of a SEG:

\[ \text{def} \, : \, \text{a subgraph} \, GN[u, v] \, (0 \leq u \leq v \leq N) \, \text{is a SEG if and only if:} \]

1. \( GN[u, v] \) is empty or each node in \( GN[u, v] \) is reachable by an increasing path starting in \( GN[u] \).
2. And each node except \( GN[u] \) (unless \( GN[u, v] \) is empty) contains only predecessors and successors with a number of at least \( u \).
5 Derivation of the positions of nodes and edges

In the previous chapter we have already specified how we can draw an execution graph. We give production rules by which a graph can be split into a set of subgraphs, nodes and dummy nodes. For each production rule we derive, according to the semantic rules and aesthetic constraints, the relations between the positions of these subgraphs, nodes and dummy nodes. At the end we will describe how from these relations the final positions can be calculated in an efficient way.

5.1 Drawing of edges.

A normal edge (i.e., not a loop edge) from node \( m \) to node \( n \) is drawn by a line (containing bends) starting in \((m.x + m.dx/2, m.y + m.dy)\) and ending in \((n.x + n.dx/2, n.y)\). According to aesthetic rule AR3 we want to reduce the number of bends of an edge. In fact, every edge can be drawn containing at most two bends in each edge.

If the \( y \)-distance between a node and its successor is \( ay \) (the minimum distance according to AC1), then the arrow can be drawn directly as a straight line without bends. Is the distance greater than \( ay \) we can draw an edge as depicted in Figure 3.

At most one dummy node is introduced to indicate where the edge bends. Dummy node \( dn \) between \( m \) and \( n \) has position \((dn.x, m.y + m.dy + ay)\) (with \( dn.x \) to be determined still). This is the first bending point. The second bending point can be derived from \( dn \) and \( n \) and is \((dn.x, n.y - ay)\).

![Diagram](image)

Figure 3: Edge from \( m \) to \( n \) with two bends (left) and a direct edge (right). In the area surrounded by a dashed line there should be no interference with other nodes.

In a situation as depicted in the right hand side of Figure 3 we don't require a dummy node at all: if an edge from node \( m \) to \( n \) can be drawn vertically as a straight line from \( m \) to \( n \) up to a distance of \( ay \) before \( n \), from where it bends to \( n \).

To assure that we can draw edges as depicted in Figure 3 we introduce the following invariant:

\[
\text{invariant DIRECT-EDGE} \quad (\forall m,n,dn : m, n \in GN \land dn \in DN \land m = dn.from.nr \land n = dn.to.nr) : \\
(\forall p, x, y : \\
p \in GN \cup DN \land p.x \leq z \leq p.x + p.dx \\
\land p.y \leq y \leq p.y + p.dy : \\
-((m.x + m.dx/2 < z < dn.x + az) \\
\land m.y + m.dy < y < dn.y) \\
\land

-((dn.x - az < z < dn.x + az) \\
\land m.y + m.dy + ay < y < n.y - ay) \\
\land

-((n.x + n.dx/2 < z < n.x + az) \\
\land dn.x - az < z < n.x + n.dx/2) \\
\land n.y - ay < y < n.y)
\]

The invariant states that if there is a dummy node \( dn \) for the edge from node \( m \) to \( n \), there are three strips in which no nodes are situated as can be seen in the left hand side of Figure 3. If there is no dummy node for the edge from \( m \) to \( n \), then we get two strips as depicted in the right hand side.

If we want to draw a loop edge as in the example in our introduction then DIRECT-EDGE is not sufficient to avoid overlap of nodes and edges. We have to guarantee that also the two boxes right from \( m \) and \( n \) as depicted in Figure 4 are free from other boxes or dummy nodes. Therefore, we introduce an additional invariant:
5.2 Production rules to split SEGs

In this subsection we introduce the production rules for the graph drawing.

**Attribute grammar.** We introduce an attribute graph grammar \(\text{AGG} = \{\text{NT, T, P, G}\} \) Here, \(\text{NT} = \{G, K\}\) is the set of (parameterized) non-terminals. We use (as in the production rules for the graph topology) \(G\) for SEGs and \(K\) for branches in selections. \(T = \text{GN} \cup \text{DN}\) is the set of terminals and \(G\) is the axiom (the start graph).

For a non-terminal \(O \in \text{NT}\), \(O_{u,v}\) corresponds with the subgraph \(\text{GN}[u,v]\) and the dummy nodes \(\{dn \in \text{DN} \mid u \leq dn \text{.from} \text{.nr} < v \land u \leq dn \text{.to} \text{.nr} < v\} \lor \text{BSEL}(dn \text{.from})\} \), where \(0 \leq u \leq v \leq N\). 

\(P\) is the set of productions. For \(p \in P\):

\[p = (O_{u,v}, [\text{NO}, \text{DU}, \text{GR}, G])\]

where \(O \in \text{NT}\) and

\(\text{NO} \subseteq \{n \in \text{GN} \mid u \leq n \text{.nr} < v\}\)

\(\text{GR} \subseteq \{O_{i,j} \mid O \in \text{NT} \land u \leq i \leq j \leq v\}\)

\(\text{DU} \subseteq \{d \in \text{DN} \mid u \leq d \text{.from} \text{.nr} < v \lor u \leq d \text{.to} \text{.nr} < v\}\)

This means that \(O_{u,v}\) is split into a set of subgraphs \(\text{GR}\), nodes \(\text{DN}\) and dummy nodes \(\text{DU}\). The condition \(C\) determines the class of topologies to which the with \(O_{u,v}\) corresponding graph \(\text{GN}[u,v]\) must adhere. Sometimes the conditions of two production rules with the same non-terminal can overlap. We do this to avoid (unnecessary) long boolean expressions. In case of non-determinism the production rule introduced last has priority. In the following we will introduce the productions and at the same time we give the relations between the positions.

**Concatenation.** Let \(G_{u,v}\) be a SEG, where \(0 \leq u \leq v \leq N\). In case \(G_{u,v}\) is empty (i.e. \(u = v\)) the graph can't be split and there are no (dummy) nodes produced. This means that we get the following production rule: \(g_1 : (G_{u,v},[\emptyset,\emptyset,\emptyset], u = v)\). Because the condition (here \(u = v\)) can be rather big, we will write the production rule in a different way:

\[g_1 : G_{u,v} ::= 0\]

if \(u = v\)

Because in case of \(g_1 G_{u,v}\) is empty, there is no relation to be defined between the position of the nodes. In case \(u < v\) we can split \(G_{u,v}\). \(G_{u,v}\) is not the beginning of a selection or repetition then \(G_{u,v}\) can be split into the SEGs \(G_{u,u+1,v}\) and \(G_{u+1,v}\). If \(u + 1 = v\) then trivially \(G_{u+1,v}\) is a SEG. If \(u + 1 < v\) it is also not difficult to prove that \(G_{u+1,v}\) is a SEG.

Thus we can introduce the following production rule:

\[g_2 : G_{u,v} ::= n G_{u+1,v}\]

if \(u < v\)

where \(n = \text{GN}[u]\)

We now discuss the position of \(n\). If \(G_{u+1,v}\) is empty then no equation has to be introduced for \(n\). If \(u + 1 < v\) then let \(n = \text{GN}[u+1]\). According to S1 we must choose \(n.y, n.dy, n.+ay\) such that \(n.y \leq n.y + n.dy + ay\) because \(n.y\) is a strong successor of \(n\). Moreover, we know that \(n\) is the only strong predecessor of \(n.y\), because of the property of a SEG: \(n.y\) has no predecessors or successors \(i\) with \(\text{t.nr} < u\).

Now no constraint is left to influence the relation between \(n.y\) and \(n.dy\). As far as the aesthetic rules AR1, AR2 and AR4 are concerned we put \(n.y\) as close as possible below \(n\). So we get:

\(n.y + n.dy + ay = n.y\)

and AC1 is satisfied. As far as \(n.x\) and \(n+ay\) are concerned there are no constraints left that influence their relation. According to AR1, AR2 and AR4 we choose:

\(n.x = n.y\)

We can depict this as in Figure 5.

An edge can be drawn straight from \(n\) to \(n.y\). We see that if invariant DIRECT-EDGE holds for \(G_{u+1,v}\), it also holds for \(G_{u,v}\).
Repetition. Let \( G_{u,v} \) be a SEG, where \( 0 \leq u < v \leq N \). So \( G_{u,v} \) is not empty. Let \( m = GN[u] \) and BREP\( (m) \). So \( G_{u,v} \) starts with a repetition. Let \( n = \text{loopend}(m) \). We assume that \( n \in G_{u,v} \).

Now we can introduce the following production rule:

\[
\begin{align*}
g_3 : \quad & G_{u,v} \;::=\; m \; G_{u+1,v} + \; n \; G_{w+1,v} \\
& \text{if } u < v \land \text{BREP}(m) \land m = GN[u] \\
& \text{where } m = GN[u] \land w = n.nr \land \\
& n = \text{loopend}(m)
\end{align*}
\]

A graphical representation of this rule is depicted in Figure 6. Because \( m \) has no predecessors \( s \) with \( u + 1 < s.nr < w \) and \( G_{u,v} \) is a SEG, we can conclude that \( G_{u+1,w} \) is also a SEG. Similarly we can conclude that \( G_{w+1,v} \) is a SEG.

About the positions of the nodes: If \( G_{u+1,w} \) is empty then \( n \) is the successor of \( m \).

If \( G_{u+1,w} \) is not empty then \( mg = GN[u+1] \). Let \( ng \) is \( GN[w+1] \) if \( G_{u+1,w} \) is not empty. Because of S1 and AR2 we choose:

\[
\begin{align*}
m.y + m.d.y + a.y &= mg.y \\
n.y + n.d.y + a.y &= ng.y
\end{align*}
\]

This does not fix \( n.y \) sufficiently. We must also take care that \( n \) is placed below all its strong predecessors. This means that, taking S1 and AR2 into account:

\[
n.y = (\max_{p \in G_{u+1,w} \cup \{m\}} p.y) + p.d.y + a.y
\]

Because of the semantic constraint S2 we must place \( m \) and \( n \) on the same vertical. According to AR1 and AR2 we decide to place \( mg \) at the same vertical as \( m \), and \( ng \) at the same vertical as \( n \):

\[
m.x = mg.x = n.x = ng.x
\]

Finally we must add a dummy node \( dn \) that guides the (loop) edge from \( n \) to \( m \). So \( dn.from \) = \( n \), \( dn.to \) = \( m \) and \( dn.dtype \) = Loop. According to S5 we must choose \( dn.x \) such that \( dn \) is placed left or right from all the nodes in \( G_{u+1,w} \). To minimize the area occupied by the graph, (AR4) we must put \( dn \) as close as possible to \( G_{u+1,w} \). For reasons of uniformity we place \( dn \) always right from all the nodes on \( G_{u+1,w} \).

Now we get by also taking AC1 into account:

\[
dn.x = (\max_{p \in (G_{u+1,w} \cup \{m\})} p.x) + p.dx + ax
\]

\( dn.y \) is more simple to choose. In fact, as we know, \( dn \) represents all the dummy nodes that should represent the edge from \( n \) to \( m \). There is no aesthetic rule on which we can base our choice for \( dn.y \) as long as \( m.y \leq dn.y \leq n.y \). We take:

\[
dn.y = m.y + m.dy/2
\]

The above considerations are illustrated in Figure 6.
Selection. Finally we can introduce the last production rule for a SEG. We will see that a SEG that begins with a selection can not be simply split into two different SEGs as with a repetition. Therefore, we introduce a subgraph \( G_{uv} \) consisting of the SEGs that represent the "branches" in a selection.

Let \( G_{uv} \) be a SEG, where \( 0 \leq u < v \leq N \). Let \( n = GN[u] \) and \( \text{BSEL}(n) \) and \( \neg \text{BREP}(n) \). So \( G_{uv} \) starts with a selection. Now we can introduce the following production rule:

\[
g_4 : G_{u,v} ::= n K_{u+1,w} G_{w,v}
\]

if \( u < v \land \text{BSEL}(n) \land \neg \text{BREP}(n) \)
where \( n = GN[u] \land \)
\( mg = \text{selectionend}(n) \land \)
if \( mg \) exists: \( w = mg.ny \)
otherwise \( w = v \)

We write \( K_{u+1,w} \) because this part of the graph is not an SEG. In fact, \( K_{u+1,w} \) is a set of SEGs, where each SEG starts with a successor of \( n \). An example is depicted in Figure 7.

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Figure 7: } K_{u+1,w} & \text{ consists of several SEGs} \\
G_{u,v} : & = \\
\end{align*}\]

In Figure 7 \( \{s1, s2\} \) are the successors of \( n \). The subgraphs in \( K_{u+1,w} \) are SEGs.

About the positions of the nodes: For all successors \( s \) of \( n \) must \( n.y + n.dy + ay \leq s.y \), according to S1. Because of AR2, the immediate successors of \( n \), i.e., successors that have got only \( n \) as predecessor (in Figure 7 those are \( s1 \) and \( s2 \)), are placed as close below \( n \). So we get:

\[
(\forall s : s \in \text{succ}(n) \land \{n\} = s.\text{pred} : n.y + n.dy + ay = s.y)
\]

According to S4 we have to choose \( mg.y \) such that \( mg \) is placed below all nodes in \( K_{u+1,w} \). Because of AR2 we choose:

\[
mg.y = (\text{MAXp} : p \in K_{u+1,w} : p.y + p.dy) + ay
\]

The following choice is in accordance with S4:

\[
n.x = mg.x
\]

However, there is not only a relation between \( mg.x \) and \( n.x \). According to AR1 we try to center \( n \) over its successors in \( K_{u+1,w} \). But over which successors do we exactly have to center? In stead of taking the average of the \( x \) coordinates of all the immediate successors we choose to take only the left and right most immediate successors: then it seems more like \( n \) is centered over the drawing of \( K_{u+1,w} \). So now we get:

\[
n.x =
\begin{align*}
(\{\text{MINs} : s \in K_{u+1,w} \land \{n\} = s.\text{pred} : s.x\}) + \\
(\{\text{MAXs} : s \in K_{u+1,w} \land \{n\} = s.\text{pred} : s.x\}) / 2
\end{align*}
\]

It can be that \( mg \) is a successor of \( n \). Then there is a long edge from \( n \) to \( mg \). Therefore, we introduce a dummy node \( dn \), where \( \text{dn.from} = n, \text{dn.to} = mg \) and \( \text{dn.dtype} = \text{Normal} \). According to S7 we have to place \( dn \) below all nodes in \( K_{u+1,w} \). Taking also AC1 and AR4 into account we get:

\[
dn.x = (\text{MAXp} : p \in K_{u+1,w} : p.x + \text{WD}(p)) + ax
\]

if \( mg \in \text{succ}(n) \)

Now there is still \( K_{u+1,w} \) left to divide into SEGs. Therefore we introduce the following production rules:

\[
k_1 : K_{u,v} ::= \emptyset
\]

if \( u = v \)

\[
k_2 : K_{u,v} ::= K_{u,w} G_{w,v}
\]

if \( u < v \)
\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{where } \{n\} = GN[u].\text{pred} \land \\
& mg = \text{MAXSC}(\{n\}) \land \\
& w = mg.ny
\end{align*}
\]

About the positioning of the nodes in \( K_{u,w} \): There are only two constraints we have to take into account: S3 and AC1. To minimize the area occupied by the drawing (AR4) we have to "push" \( G_{w,v} \) as close as possible to \( K_{u,w} \). So now we get:

\[
(\text{MAXm} : m \in K_{u,w} : m.x + \text{WD}(m)) + ax
\]

\[
= (\text{MINm} : m \in G_{w,v} : m.x)
\]

We can depict this in Figure 8. Note that this does not disturb the invariant \( \text{DIRECT-EDGE} \). Because \( K_{u,w} \) and \( G_{w,v} \) are placed next to each other, and if we assume this invariant is satisfied in \( K_{u,w} \) and \( G_{w,v} \), then we can conclude by means of induction that it is also satisfied in \( K_{u,v} \).
5.3 Calculation of the positions of nodes

From the relations between the positions of the nodes, their final positions can be calculated. This is done in two passes through the execution graph. In the first pass, the relative positions of nodes and the sizes of the subgraphs are calculated as synthesized attributes. In the second pass, the frames in which the subgraphs reside are calculated. At the same time the final positions of the nodes are calculated from their relative positions and the frame in which they reside.

First pass. We introduce the following functions:

- \( \text{firstz}(u, v) \) : \((n_x, n_y) \rightarrow \text{Real}\)
- \( \text{firstz2}(u, v) \) : \((n_x, n_y) \rightarrow \text{Real}\)
- \( \text{height}(u, v) \) : \((n_x, n_y) \rightarrow \text{Real}\)
- \( \text{width}(u, v) \) : \((n_x, n_y) \rightarrow \text{Real}\)

We calculate for each SEG \( G_{u,v} \) the positions of the nodes as if \((0, 0)\) is the upper-left corner of the drawing of \( G_{u,v} \). The \( x \) coordinate of the first node is stored in \( \text{firstz}(u, v) \). To calculate, e.g., in \( g4 \) the difference between \( n \)'s left-most and right-most placed successor we need for the subgraph \( K_{u+1,v} \) the following functions: \( \text{firstz} \) for the leftmost successor of \( n \) and \( \text{firstz2} \) for the rightmost successor of \( n \). Then \( \text{firstz2}(u + 1, w) - \text{firstz}(u + 1, w) \) is the difference we needed. To calculate \( \text{firstz2} \) in \( k2 \) we also need the \( \text{width} \) of the subgraphs. At the same time the \( \text{height} \) of the subgraphs can already be calculated.

Second pass. For this pass the following functions are introduced:

- \( \text{beginz}(u, v) \) : \((n_x, n_y) \rightarrow \text{Real}\)
- \( \text{beginy}(u, v) \) : \((n_x, n_y) \rightarrow \text{Real}\)

We draw each subgraph \( G_{u,v} \) or \( K_{u,v} \) in a frame with upper-left corner \((\text{beginz}(u, v), \text{beginy}(u, v))\). Starting from a user-defined upper-left corner \((l_x, l_y)\) for \( G_{0,N} \) (i.e., \( l_x = \text{beginz}(u, v) \) and \( l_y = \text{beginy}(u, v) \)), we can calculate for each subgraph its final upper-left corner. If for a node \( n \) its preliminary position is known then \( \text{beginz}(u, v) + n.x, \text{beginy}(u, v) + n.y \) is its final position.

When the final positions of all the (dummy) nodes are known, the following must yield for a non-empty subgraph \( SG \):

- \( \text{beginz} = (\text{MIN}_p : p \in SG : p.x) \)
- \( \text{beginy} = (\text{MIN}_p : p \in SG : p.y) \)

6 Conclusions

We have derived an algorithm to generate drawings of execution graphs in which general language constructs such as repetition and selections are taken into account.

The size of different nodes has no effect on the complexity of the algorithm and therefore execution graphs with different node sizes can be handled.

The algorithm to calculate the positions of the nodes is \( O(N) \), where \( N \) is the number of nodes. More precise: Only two passes through the graph are needed. A few addition operations per node are required to calculate its position. We can conclude that the algorithm is fast enough for interactive use.

The presented algorithm for drawing graphs is based on the grammar describing the graph topology. Although we have applied the method to execution graphs, considering a limited number of programming language constructs, the method is more generally applicable. Not only additional language constructs leading to more variety in the graph topology can be included [2], but also the drawing of other types of graphs based on a grammar can be tackled in this fashion.
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